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FINGERPICKING FOR BEGINNERS
I have filmed some videos that’s a basic introduction to fingerpicking and you can view them 
here. http://budurl.com/fingerpicking  Below you’ll find the 7 patterns. Be sure to refer to the 
Quick Start Guide if you’re unsure about reading TAB. Happy Picking!

Pattern 01
This is a very basic pattern and it should get you used to the idea of fingerpicking. Remember that when you’re changing chords your thumb “p” 
needs to move to the root note/lowest note of the chord. Go slowly at first and you’ll be rocking in no time!

Pattern 2 is almost a reverse of pattern 1. Give this one a go as soon as you nailed the previous pattern.

Pattern 02

Pattern 03

Pattern 04

Pattern 05

Pattern 06

Pattern 01

Pattern 3 is a combination of the previous two patterns.

This is one of my favorites and note that it doesn’t use the ring finger at all...

One small change, which is leaving out the last note, can make a big difference.

In this pattern we introduce two notes being picked at the same time. Now we’re starting to cook! Still no ring finger...
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FINGERPICKING FOR BEGINNERS - CONTINUED
Pattern 07

Pattern 01

This is the last pattern and here we use the ring finger again along with what is known as a percussive slap to create a bit of extra vibe. You’ll note 
that the percussive slaps happen on beats 2 and 4 which is the same beats the drummer normally plays with his snare drum.

I hope you enjoyed this brief yet 

fun introduction to fingerpicking. It 

really is a wonderful technique to add 

to your guitar playing skills.

You can play stunningly beautiful 

and relaxing passages along with 

vibrant & uptempo rhythmic grooves.

If this is something you’d like to 

see me do a more detailed course on 

then please let me know by going to 

the blog and leaving your comments.

We are always looking to find out 

what our friends and customers want 

to learn and if there’s a big enough 

demand for this I will create and film a 

detailed and in depth look of this 

stunning technique. 

If you enjoyed this lesson and 

you’d like to learn more about guitar 

then I think you’ll really like our course 

at RGZ2H.com. Just click on video 

player below to watch a short video 

online to learn more. Cheers and 

happy picking! Charl
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